The Pivot Point VIP Day

Are you passionate about your purpose? And have you
had enough of struggle?
Although you already did so much personal growth stuff, it still seams that some essential thing is missing,
something that is very hard to grasp? Like all that work was fruitless, leaving a feeling of almost despair. The
pivot point is what I call Essential. The essential you. So, are you longing and maybe ready for a major
shift? Maybe you are a ripe fruit? Let me shake you a little!
The Pivot Point VIP Day is a 5 hour V.I.P. offer. We will be FIVE people together. All ripe, all ready to
drop the weight. People you might inspire and be inspired by, people that might even become companions.
Each of the five hours we will look at one issue. The five major issues that until now have kept you walking
uphill with a heavy load on your shoulders.
Truth is simple. Downhill is simple. So why do you go on missing it? Because you keep thinking thoughts
and doing things that keep you on the uphill walking side of life. In the The Pivot Point VIP Day we will
tackle the five essential things you need to stop doing. This day might be the quick short cut to the pivot
point in your life. Welcome to Essentially You. Of course I will include simple to learn and use power
exercises to keep you on track afterward.
These major issues are:
Time - most people see themselves as first being too young and then suddenly too old, and all the way very
busy with this and that. One day they are dead. I will show you the importance and power of now.
Excuses – as long as people need excuses there is always at least one. What if you would stop coming up
with your main excuse? Would life change?
Focus – Yes .. no .. but .. maybe .. also this .. and this and this … Most people are very scared of living their
full potential. At the same time, it is their biggest longing. Living it is being it. That is a fully focused and
totally relaxed state of being – it it you!

Momentum – Most likely you have been “there” for some short moments and then “lost” it again.
Momentum is like riding a pushbike: it takes starting power, then knowledge about the right things to do to
keep balance and moving. That includes a lot of thing not to do.
Crisis vs. Genius – most people do major life “updates” through major crisis. The alternative is the
“personal genius”, being a genius to yourself. Interested in what it takes?
These are basics of the Mindset of any person. Get them in order (majorly by stop doing stupid things) and
then, if you are truly a ripe fruit, it is just a matter of shifting the weight (yes, it is that easy !!), put the heavy
load down - and your life starts rolling downhill.
One of the long time assets of this day is that you can not know what the heavy load is about until you put it
down and look at it. The moment you reach your personal pivot point and shift to downhill, the former load
may turn into your very best asset. It is like your unique gift to the world. I´m sorry to have to tell this but
your unique gift to the world is NOT accessible until you´ve passed your personal pivot point and shifted
leverage.
But then … !! Life is great.
“Whether you think you can or you think you can´t, you´re right.” (Henry Ford)
Please start thinking you can. (P. Ola Jannhov)
Practical setting: I offer one Pivot Point VIP Day in person in / by Berlin and one as a Skype / Google
hangout session. Please plan about seven to eight hours altogether since we will need to have some breaks.
The exact dates are either YY, ZZ or XX of month year. Each theme, each hour will be about 10 to 20
minutes of input from me and then time for your questions. Live Coaching with where you are at now.

Cost: € xxx.-

P. Ola Jannhov
multi talented artist, dj and coach * consultant // born and raised in Sweden, based in Berlin
I´ve had three pivot point experiences this year 2014, increasingly all-embracing. The first one was sensing
that something crucial just shifted. The second one was radical, knowing that Ola before and after that
moment is not the same person. The third one was when I let the heavy weight loose and let it start rolling. In
that same moment my “unique purpose in life” said “Hallo, here I am” - which is to support fellow humans
in their process of home coming.
What I practically offer is the condensed knowledge of my 30 years of personal and spiritual growth WHAT REALLY WORKS. I live to make a crusial difference in peoples lives – a pivot point difference. I´d
be honored and happy to work with you, if you are willing and ready to “move your ass” and “stop moving
you ass” where it´s a distraction.

